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LithoFlash® Inline in daily practice
User report of the printing house Albert Koch

LITHOFLASH® INLINE regulates the density in meanwhile 150 printing presses of most diffe-
rent formats and brands. The technique behind it has been extensively described in previous 
publications. Interested parties can read the most important facts in the box. Here, users who 
have previously had either no or only an external control system will express their point of 
view.

Andreas Koch, owner of the printing house Albert Koch in Pritzwalk, became aware of the inline 
measurement by a friend. First, it was not about an integrated solution. Rather, there was the desire 
to cost-effectively combine the various Heidelberger printing presses (CD 102, XL 74, SM 52) with a 
single automatic measuring and control system as far as possible.
Among the various manufacturers of external traversing or 2D devices was also Lithec GmbH, 
which offers with the LithoScan / Densitronic a universal device for spectral measurement on the 
entire sheet.
Thanks to manufacturers such as Digital Info or Printflow, LithoScan can be connected and cont-
rolled fully compatible to various printing presses.
The external solution was quickly outlined and could have been installed in a few weeks.
However, then came the topic „inline measurement“. Although Andreas Koch was aware of this pos-
sibility, he thought of the much too high investment costs. A few sentences about savings and inte-
resting offer prices later on it looked very different. Immediately, a round trip was decided to Lithec in 
Miesbach and then to Schirmer Druck in Ulm, where already the first LithoFlash® has been measu-
ring and regulating on a Heidelberg for several months.

Andreas Koch tells about his experiences from the decision phase to commissioning:

„Originally, I only had in mind an external solution with scanning densitometers and I also talked to 
Lithec during the research.“ Their Densitronic well-known in the KBA world is slightly more expen-
sive than Techkon‘s and X-Rite’s traversing scanners, but more flexible and able to control multiple 
machines.
Already during the first meetings, the possibility of the inline measurement was discussed. Lithec 
had recently installed the first system on a CD 75 at Schirmer Druck in Ulm. Of course, I was inte-
rested in cost-effective retrofitting and shortly afterwards, I was standing right next to the machine 
together with the Lithec application engineers. Although I expected a good functional solution, I was 
surprised by the enthusiasm with which the responsible printer on the machine praised the measu-
ring device. He first showed me all the important details of the installation and the software. I could 
directly accompany setting up and printing some orders. It was impressive how easy and effective 
the system is working. The partner of the printing house, Mr. Schirmer, confirmed the very good 
experiences.
After that, my decision was made quickly, instead of investing in external solutions to decide for an 
inline system.
However, Lithec had not yet available a constructive adaptation to a CD 102. So we developed to-
gether the 3D models in less than four weeks. Two months later, the parts were put together and the 
system could be installed.
Installation and commissioning proved to be absolutely trouble-free. Ultimately, the machine only 
has to be deallocated for about 4 hours. The regulation worked from the first moment. Minor design 
adjustments to adapt to our CD102 were done quickly. 
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Even for our smallest machine, an SM 52 with very little space for inline measurement, there was a 
practicable solution. For the density control, we simply use the LithoFlash® calibration measurement 
system of the adjoining Heidelberg XL 74.

In summary, I can highly recommend every printer operator to consider at least an inline 
measurement. Of course, the economic sense also depends on the order situation, the sub-
strates and some other factors. In any case, from a mathematical point of view, we from the 
media house Koch achieve an ROI of about 15 to 18 months. Thereafter, the plant earns mo-
ney, also because the maintenance costs are negligible.“

The technology behind LithoFlash® Inline 

LithoFlash® is a combination of camera sensors and lighting units, comparable to a large camera 
that completely photographs every sheet in the area of the measuring strip.

The lighting works like a camera when it is too dark or the object moves very fast. It flashes ex-
tremely short and as bright as possible. Ambient light and high printing speeds are therefore no 
problem. Another advantage: the power consumption of the LithoFlash® is minimal. There are no 
stressed components, no mechanical wear, leaking water cooling or burned out LEDs. 

In most applications, the density values form the benchmark for a dynamic control loop of all ink 
zones of the printing press. The default values are standard densities or target curves. Alterna-
tively, the density values may also be transmitted directly to the control station or serve only as a 
visual size for the print worker, who then quickly manually adjusts the density without drawing any 
sheet.

The LithoFlash® is now available for almost all brands and sizes of sheetfed and web offset pres-
ses. 80% of the devices are located abroad, most recently also in the USA. 

Developer of the LithoFlash® is the Lithec GmbH in Miesbach. Lithec started in 1994 with exter-
nal measuring equipment, including the well-known Densitronic Professional. Approximately 1500 
systems have been sold since 1996 to KBA (today Koenig and Bauer). 5 years ago, the develop-
ment of the LithoFlash® Inline started with today about 150 sold devices.
 
In Miesbach and Böhlen, about 40 employees work on the further development, production, sales 
and worldwide installation of the products. In addition to external and inline color control, the port-
folio also includes sheetfed punch control devices, PDF document comparison devices and 100% 
web and sheet inspection equipment.
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Facts and figures

Technology
• Highly sensitive, fully parallel color sensors
• Special linear flash lighting
• Print speed <= 12 m/s
• Lowest energy consumption
• Measurement of each sheet 
• Compact measuring traverse, positioning mostly under the gallery or above a measuring roller
• Easy to clean with rotatable suspension

Control strips, process engineering and software 
• Any strips min. 3.5 mm high x 3.0 mm wide
• Alignment at the leading edge of the sheet or at the first 60% sheet circumference
• Interrupted and offset stripes are allowed
• Narrow illumination lines for free of side-effective measurement 
• Calibration data for special colors come from the color database or from external measuring 

instruments
• Fastest dynamic control for lowest reaction times

Savings
• Every use of LithoFlash® Inline saves between 8 and 12 minutes per job. 
• The paper savings per order are between 25 and 50 percent. 
• Assuming typical substrate prices and machine operating costs between 170 and 250 €, ROI times 

are between 9 and 24 months. This is based on 1000 orders per year.

Result for the user
• Significant savings of waste and working time
• Affordable solution with ROI times under one year
• Significant improvement in print quality
• Inexpensive replacement parts

Applications in sheetfed presses:
KBA:        Rapida 74 .. 205
manroland:      R700, R900, R500 in preparation
Komori:      S29  
RMGT:      9xx Series, 10xx Series, other formats in preparation
Heidelberger:     CD 74, CD 102, other formats in preparation

Applications in web presses:
Müller Martini:    Concepta
Nilpeter:      MO4
Komori:      Chambon
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Images - Space-saving installation of the LithoFlash® Inline
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Images - Easy cleaning of the LithoFlash® Inline / Printing house Albert Koch in Pritzwalk 


